SAMH CREATIVE HUB
QUARTERLY PROGRAMMES:

OCT - DEC 2022 FLYER
We use visual arts, writing, music and dance for participants of all ages as
tools for prevention and intervention in mental health, on the cognitive,
emotional and social levels. Our services are open to the public to help
individuals improve their quality of life, encourage general awareness of
mental health and reduce stigma for persons in recovery of mental illness.

#EatMoveCreateSAMH
Cost: Complimentary
Eating well, moving often and just creating, is important to our mental health and well-being. To
encourage everyone to do so, we offer complimentary workshops to kickstart your journey into
making these lifestyle suggestions a regular part of your daily life.

Location unless otherwise stated: 124 Bedok North Road #01-133 Singapore 460124
Participants are required to register for programmes via email to: creativehub@samhealth.org.sg

#EatMoveCreateSAMH
OCTOBER

Registration
required

Painting with Coffee
Tuesday, 11 Oct 2022
2.00 - 3.30 pm
This activity focuses on using coffee as a colouring
medium. Participants are welcome to create their own
image of nature or colour one of the templates. This
exploration will allow the participants to enjoy the smell of
coffee, play with creating different colour tones and the
relaxing activity of painting.

Introduction to an
Indian Art Form:
Block Printing
Tuesday, 18 Oct 2022
3.00 - 4.30 pm
With the festival of Diwali around the corner, come and
design a new piece of fabric and celebrate with us using
block printing. The technique traditionally uses carved
wooden blocks to showcase symbols and motifs that tell
stories on fabrics in India.

Flamenco Dance: Rhythm and Emotions
Every Thursdays, 13 - 27 Oct 2022
3.00 - 4.30 pm
Join us for an inclusive series of movement
workshops, based on Flamenco dance to explore
emotional expression through Flamenco music and
rhythms, with movements and percussions using the
body. This series is accessible even for those who
may not be used to movement exercises.

Session 1: Exploring grief and solitude
Session 2: Exploring angst and anger
Session 3: Exploring joy and happiness

Registration
required

#EatMoveCreateSAMH
NOVEMBER

Cyanotype:
A Sun Printing Technique
Tuesday, 8 Nov 2022
2.30 - 4.00 pm
Living in a fast-paced society, we tend to move too quickly
or get caught up in our own world. In this workshop, let’s
slow down our pace and allow ourselves to be inspired by
nature through a sun printing technique, Cyanotype.

Personalising Your
Musical Album
Wednesday, 16 Nov 2022
3.00 - 4.30 pm
Do you love music and art creations? If you do, come
and join us for this art session where we will get to
reminiscence your favourite songs and artistes. Where
we will explore and create your own personalised
musical album cover.
This session is targeted for seniors aged 50 and above.

Flamenco Dance:
Emotions and Colours
Every Thursdays, 10 - 24 Nov 2022
3.00 - 4.30 pm
Join us for an inclusive series of
movement based on Flamenco dance
to explore emotional expression and
translate this into artwork through
speed painting. This series is accessible
even for those who may not be used to
movement exercises and artmaking.

Session 1: Exploring grief and solitude
Session 2: Exploring angst and anger
Session 3: Exploring joy and happiness

My Storybook
(With Coffee)
Tuesday, 29 Nov 2022
2.00 - 3.30 pm
This activity invites participants to create a storybook
which they will fill in with stories and symbols of their
strengths and resources. No brushes will be provided so
participants will be encouraged to use non-traditional
ways to paint and decorate their storybook with paint
from coffee powder.

#EatMoveCreateSAMH
DECEMBER

Registration
required

Mend and Strengthen
With Stitching
Techniques

Healing with Poetry

Thursday, 8 Dec 2022
2.30 - 4.00 pm

Thursday, 15 Dec 2022
3.00 - 4.30 pm

New is not always better. Using Japanese inspired
stitching techniques, Sashiko and Boro, we can
learn to appreciate the beauty in mending and
how we can apply that concept into our lives.

Learn the basic building blocks of poetry and
write your own restorative poem to share and to
heal from the heart. You may also like to draw
inspiration from nature.

Managing Emotions through Comic Strip Making
Monday, 19 Dec 2022
3.00 - 4.30 pm
Go through a comic strip making process to help
yourself manage emotions and anxiety. By learning how
to create a simple 6-panel comic strip, you will create
your own expression of a moment of perspective taking.

#ArtsforWellnessSAMH
Cost: $80/pax for 6 sessions
Resilience is about learning how to persevere and care for ourselves through challenging
circumstances. Resilience is also about growing our resources so that we can bounce back fast and
well through failure and difficulty. We can learn and build our resilience through engagement in art.
These art series invite you to engage with an art form while picking up tips on personal resilience.

Location unless otherwise stated: 124 Bedok North Road #01-133 Singapore 460124
Participants are required to register for programmes via email to: creativehub@samhealth.org.sg

#ArtsforWellnessSAMH
Resilience Series

$80/pax
for 6 sessions

Resilience Series - Learning

Chinese Calligraphy
Exercises
Every Wednesdays
19 Oct - 23 Nov 2022
Afternoon slots:
Evening slots:

3.00 - 4.30 pm
7.30 - 9.00 pm

Learning how to learn is a part of building Resilience. We
explore and reflect upon our individual learning styles, and
see if we have anything new to learn about learning. This
series is grounded in Chinese Calligraphy exercises, and
knowing basic Chinese is helpful though not compulsory.
Session 1: Inspiration to learn
Session 2: Starting out
Session 3: Giving it a try
Session 4: Keep persevering
Session 5: Achieving success
Session 6: Reflection and recalibration

Resilience Series - Learning

Decoding of Portrait
Every Tuesdays
25 Oct - 29 Nov 2022
3.00 - 4.30 pm

Portraits often display the likeness, personality, and
even the emotions of a person. This series provide the
space for you to deconstruct and reconstruct your
self-portrait by using uncoventional art mediums.
Session 1: Contour Lines
Session 2: Dots
Session 3: Wire Art
Session 4: Cardboard Sculpture
Session 5: Shadow Art
Session 6: Installation Art

#ArtsasTherapySAMH
Cost: $80/hr for individual sessions
$80/pax for support group over 6 sessions
Art therapy is the integration of art and psychotherapy. It is rooted in the understanding that creative
expression can enhance an individual’s mental wellbeing, to support the sense making process of different
life experiences, which can range from moments of joy and achievements to grief and challenges. Receiving
therapy does not necessarily mean that the individual is diagnosed with a mental illness. We have individuals
coming forth for therapy because they care for their mental health and recognise the importance of
maintaining mental well-being, and most have an appreciation of the art making process. Our professional
art therapists are at hand to guide you through difficult life events and recovery from distress.

Location unless otherwise stated: 124 Bedok North Road #01-133 Singapore 460124
Participants are required to register for programmes via email to: creativehub@samhealth.org.sg

$80/pax
for 6 sessions

#ArtsasTherapySAMH

SUPPORT GROUP
“I am who I’m meant to be, this is me”
Every Thursdays
3 Nov - 8 Dec 2022
3.00 - 4.30 pm
We often present a version of ourselves to others while still so many
of our qualities and values remain hidden. With this 6-session support
group, come and support each other, gain new insights and learn
about what it takes to be you and what forms your identity.
This session would be conducted onsite and targeted to youth aged
between 12-25 years.
An intake interview is required and will be conducted to assess
suitability.

HOW TO REGISTER?

HOW TO REFER?

Email us with the following details:

1. Email us to request for
SAMH Referral Form

•
•
•
•

Name
Contact number
Email
Programme you like to attend

2. Fill it out
3. Send it back to us

For more information, reach us at:
6344 8451

creativehub@samhealth.org.sg

124 Bedok North Road #01-133 Singapore 460124
Flyer is co-designed by SAMH Creative Hub Clients

VOLUNTEER WITH US!

YOUR DONATION MATTERS

